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A “Badge of Honour” system to assure the public of industry
integrity; a closer working relationship with international composites organisations, and the establishment of a “hands-on”
training programme that can be used by members to train new
staff, are just some of the ideas that new President Glenn Campbell (above) would like to bring to CANZ. Elected as President at
the Association’s annual general meeting in September, Glenn
brings to CANZ an impressive level of ongoing tertiary and industry training since graduating university in 1972 with a Bachelor of Science in Chemistry. Welcome Glenn Campbell . . .

NZMAC ITO’s
General Manager
Chris van der Hor
— “Rudder2 will be
the future of
apprenticeships
offering core skills
while adding a
dimension of
exploratory
thinking.”

T

he composites
industry’s training
organisation
NZMAC ITO is
calling for support across
the sector as it prepares for
next year’s launch of a new
learning platform to be
known as Rudder2.
NZMAC ITO’s General Manager
Chris van der Hor says Rudder2
will be the future of apprenticeships offering core skills while
adding a dimension of exploratory thinking,
vital to the
industry, he
says.

WorkSafe appears
intractable on the
styrene issue
Chinese eyeopener, but Zac
also found a
traffic horror
How to use a wet
film gauge — Tech
Talk with Glenn
Safety stickers
available for
members to
purchase

“To do this NZMAC ITO needs a
platform that allows for an exploratory
learning environment. One that meets
our learners’ attention at the level
they require it, develops individuals
that employers need — creative and adaptive problem
solvers — and delivers the right skill that is relevant to
continue to maintain and grow the marine and composites
industries,” he said.
Mr van der Hor said the future of work meant more
focus was required in encouraging and growing core skills
in apprentices — “so the future workforce can adapt to the
challenge of continually changing roles”.
“Skills such as resilience, adaptability and decision
making are going to rank with the same importance as
industry knowledge.
“The employers of the future are going to value employees that understand their ‘why’. Apprentices of today will
go on to have many different roles within their industry

Contributed by
MARK BATTLEY
University of Auckland
As many of you may be aware, WorkSafe recently
undertook a review of the Workplace Exposure standard
for styrene. Given the implications for our industry, CANZ
has been following this closely, including forming a working group that made a submission as part of the review
process.
The outcome of the review is that WorkSafe has proposed to lower the WES-TWA from 50 to 20 ppm and the
WES-STEL from 100 to 40 ppm to minimise the potential
for upper respiratory tract irritation and central nervous
system effects.
To better understand the implications of this for our
industry, a CANZ group comprising Ken Holyoake
(Armatec), Mark Battley (University of Auckland), Tracey
Stevenson (Lloyd Stevenson Boatbuilders/NZ Marine),
Mark Hughes (Maskells), and Sandra Kinmond (Jackson
Electrical) met with WorkSafe on November 12. We
wanted to meet the relevant people at WorkSafe, open
communication channels, discuss the new styrene exposure standards, understand how WorkSafe might implement them, and discuss how our industry can deal with
the new limits.
So what did we learn?
Firstly, the styrene exposure levels are changing, and
nothing we can do will change this. WorkSafe did not accept our Association’s submissions referring to the total lack of styrene-related worker ill health in our industry. WorkSafe’s position is that there is scientific evidence of risk from exposure and because ill
health may manifest itself in 20 years’ time, they have to take action now.
We made the point that current levels are hard to meet and lowered levels will be
even harder. WorkSafe thinks that there is credible evidence that there is risk above
those levels and they (and the Government) knows there will be pain, but they want to
drive improvements in worker health and safety.
The exposure levels are based on potential health risks but are guidelines, not prescribed levels. This means that WorkSafe cannot shut down a factory just because it
exceeds the guidelines – it has no power to do this. Rather the guidelines are to be
used for risk management by factories. WorkSafe said that the amount of exposure
monitoring would depend on each individual situation.
WorkSafe said that small exceedances of the guidelines are acceptable, but gross
exceedances are not. In the past prosecutions have happened when guidelines have
been grossly exceeded, and the company in question has no risk mitigation policy or
steps in place.
If an inspector has concerns they will report back to WorkSafe who will decide if
further action if needed. The inspector will expect to be shown details of worker training,
fitting and use of PPE, ventilation, exposure levels, worker monitoring, calibration of
instruments, competency/training of those using instruments, and interpreting results,

NZMAC ITO set to launch Rudder2
and lifetime,” he said.
To grow apprentices who can achieve this you need to give them the core skills in a
way that allows them to develop exploratory thinking. This skill is important to the future
of our industry.
“The new delivery model not only passes on the required knowledge but also encourages these.”
He said the new model will be achieved with the conversion and updating of NZMAC
ITO’s existing workbooks (study notes) into logical eLearning modules headings.
“This has commenced.”
The new digital modules will be deployed through a new learning management system (LMS) Rudder2 that tracks an apprentice’s progress throughout their study journey.
“Apprentices will have greater engagement and make the most of their learning and
are best positioned to become creative, adaptive problem explorers. This model makes
the most of digital technologies and learning strategies to capture attention and keep
learners engaged. Through accessibility and flexibility, it gives apprentices the training
they need, when they need it the most,” Mr van der Hor said.
It makes the most of our past investment in existing material but will future proof as
this delivery model aligns with current eLearning methodologies and allows for future
growth. This brings our resources up to current standard. Instructional design is a key
component of this process, it maintains the integrity of the original material while ensuring that learners get the knowledge and skills they need, he said.
“There’s a difference between knowing something and explaining that knowledge to
someone else. Instructional design looks after the ‘explaining’ part.
“We are in the process of trialing this with a cross-section of learners and employers
before we launch Rudder2 with new apprentices in 2019.
“This represents a major piece of work undertaken by the team at NZMAC ITO and
we will need strong industry support to deliver the full outcome,” Mr van der Hor said.

and more. The inspectors are not able to take exposure measurements themselves, but would expect to see ours and could
require more monitoring to be done, at our expense.
It is a requirement of law that the “conditions at the workplace” are monitored, and that this needs to be done by competent and trained people. WorkSafe’s view is that this means
qualified experts, although after some discussion they did seem
to accept that training provided by monitoring equipment suppliers was of value. They were adamant that WES interpretations
should only be used by people qualified in occupational health
practice.
We had extensive discussions about how exposure could be
monitored and managed in our industry. WorkSafe’s suggested
methodology is by air measurements, which they emphasised
needed to be done by qualified personnel. CANZ’s position is
that while useful for understanding the situation within different
parts of a workplace, air measurements are not very meaningful
for determining worker exposure. Other techniques such as
urine monitoring for mandelic acid are much more useful, and
have been used in parts of our industry for many years. WorkSafe said that biological monitoring is a useful and valid approach. They also agreed that it was good that the Association
does assist members with access to testing of exposure levels
and training.
PPE was discussed — this is an acceptable way to reduce
exposure. However the equipment needs to be appropriate to
the situation (which can be estimated from airborne levels
factored by mask protection level) and must be fit tested annually or more often if fit has changed.
We told WorkSafe we had had an industry Code of Practice for many years, and had a
new draft following the new Health & Safety Act, but that we had not been able to engage
WorkSafe to work with us and publish it. We explained that this was the best way of
getting information and the legal guidelines out to all our members. WorkSafe was initially
not very receptive to this, and said that it was not up to them to write our Code of Practice.
They do however have a process to work with organisations on codes of practice and
their training/publishing department would be the ones to engage with. This is our best
way forward, and we will be working with them on this. WorkSafe is also happy to speak
at our conference and we will be inviting them to do so. 

Resin with nowhere to hide

Gurit® Light Reflective Technology (LRT) is an additive that has been introduced in order to
reduce workers’ exposure to hazardous chemicals.

Another successful workshop was held recently by the highly experienced composites boat builder and recognised marine surveyor Phil Bish, who tutored an intensive
five day hands-on Advanced Composites training course in Auckland.
The course is very selective and covers five key areas of advanced composite manufacturing techniques in order for each participant to produce various laminates and
components over the week. These processes include teaching the principles of resin
infusion and vacuum bagging techniques, using a wet out machine, working with preimpregnated resin fibres and using resins that cure with elevated temperatures.

Safeguarding workers’ health and safety requires a comprehensive approach, including training, education, protective equipment in the working environment and effective
control mechanisms. To support this Gurit has launched AmpregTM 3X Series, a new
range of wet laminating systems for the manufacture of large composite structures in the
marine, wind and construction industries.
The lamination system has been reformulated through the careful selection of base
chemicals to prioritise user health and safety during hand lay-up and vacuum bagging
production techniques.
The award winning AmpregTM 3X Series portfolio comprises of a single range of low
toxicity, blend-able Ampreg 30 hardeners that can be used in conjunction with three
resin options, Ampreg 30 low viscosity, Ampreg 31 drainage resistance or Ampreg 36
premium performance resin.
Ampreg 30 is also available with LRT (Light Reflective Technology) as standard. This
addition to the resin matrix causes the resin or mixed system to fluoresce under UV light
without changing the mixing properties of the laminating system of cured resin performance. LRT (demonstrated at left) enables easy inspection of surfaces, equipment, clothing and skin. Resin contamination can be easily detected, ensuring minimum exposure
for workers and helping to avoid transfer of resin outside the workshop. Suitable UV
inspection lamps for use with LRT are widely available and help establish a reliable
control routine after each working period.
For more information visit www.gurit.com, or to order samples please contact us
directly info-nz@gurit.com or PH: 09 415 6262. 

“High quality materials are essential to the production of high-end composite parts
and I refuse to use anything but the best,” Phil said.
“Gurit has been supplying the course with a range of advanced composites materials
and consumables since the very late 1990’s and I am very appreciative of the assistance and the on-going commitment Gurit provides to this workshop and industry training.”
To find out more about the New Zealand Marine and Composites Industry Training
Organisation, please contact NZMAC ITO for information www.nzmacito.org.nz 

Gurit is a technical leader in the development and manufacture of structural core materials offering a comprehensive range of high
performance foams with the ability to cut and fit
any specification or manufacturing process.
Gurit’s standard product forms include Single Cut / Double Cut / Contour Scrim / Surface
Grooves and Vacuum Infusion core with perforations, as well as combinations of these formats and full kitset capabilities.
“Earlier in the year, we hosted a Core Treatments Seminar to industry members where we
demonstrated how we cut, manufacture and
process individual client requirements from our
Auckland facility. This enables us to provide
fast turnaround, personalised services and
allows our customers to optimise how they
build and process composite components,”
said Sean Jeffery from Gurit.
Gurit’s product range comprises of prepregs,
core products, adhesives, resins, reinforcements and consumables, as well at composite
engineering and mechanical testing services.
The company has established applications
across numerous industries including marine,
aerospace, automotive, construction, land
transportation and wind energy.
To find out more visit www.gurit.com 

New President brings
wide international
experience and contacts
New CANZ President Glenn Campbell . . . from a
young age he was destined to become an achiever.

“In my new role as President
of CANZ, I aim to assist the
industry to work closer with
regulatory departments of government and help members to
grow their businesses.”
— Glenn Campbell.

March 12 to 14, 2019
JEC — Paris, France.
April 10 to 11, 2019
Composites in
Construction —
Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.
June 19 to 20, 2019
Ecocomp — Binley,
Warwickshire.
September 2 to 5, 2019
Advanced Composites
in Construction,
Birmingham UK.
September 23 to 26,
2019
CAMX
Anaheim,
California .

as New Zealand and Australia. In 2006 the role was
A “Badge of Honour” system to assure the public of
industry integrity; a closer working relationship with inter- expanded to Export Manager for Central and South Amernational composites organisations, and the establishment ica as well as Asia. It was in this period I became a world
expert in catalysts used in the composites industry.”
of a “hands-on” training programme that can be used by
He presented papers at composite conferences in New
members to train new staff, are just some of the ideas
that new President Glenn Campbell would like to bring to Zealand, Australia, Indonesia, China, USA, Canada and
Brazil on catalysts and curing resin systems.
CANZ.
He is also a life member of
Elected to the top job at
CANZ and a board member for
the Association’s annual
“I see the need for us to be
the Western Chapter of the
meeting in September,
closer to organisations such as American
Composites ManufacGlenn brings to CANZ an
impressive level of ongoing
the ACMA (American Compos- turing Association.
Now living in Half Moon Bay,
tertiary and industry training
ites Manufacturing Association) Auckland,
Glenn returned to
since graduating university in
New Zealand in 2010 working
1972 with a Bachelor of
as well as other composites
for Norac as well as contracting
Science in Chemistry.
associations in the world.
to Nuplex.
From a young age, Glenn
— Glenn Campbell. “In 2012, I relinquished my role
was destined to become an
with Norac and contracted full
achiever.
time until 2016. Since then I have sub-contracted to
He attended Glendowie College (1962-67) and was
Nuplex until 2018 when I established Campbell Composthe best all round sportsman and so was nominated
ites and Consulting,” Glenn said.
Sport’s Head Prefect.
In his new role as President of CANZ, he aims to assist
From there he did one term at Auckland University
the industry to work closer with regulatory departments of
(1968) before heading to San Diego State University in
government and help members to grow their businesses.
the United States in 1968 from where he graduated in
“I would like to see CANZ develop an “APPROVED
1972 with a Bachelor of Science in Chemistry.
MEMBER OF CANZ BADGE OF HONOUR” to ensure the
With new qualifications the workforce beckoned.
“I spent four years with A C Hatrick as technical sales- public is aware that they are dealing with a quality-minded
man for polyesters and epoxies. I then joined Epiglass NZ supplier.
“I also see the need for us to be closer to organisations
Ltd in 1978 and eventually became Sales and Marketing
such as the ACMA (American Composites Manufacturing
Manager for the industrial paint division. In 1994 was
appointed Industrial Division Manager with sales of close Association) as well as other composites associations in
to $50 million when Epiglass was bought by Courtaulds,” the world.
“We don’t need to reinvent the world.”
Glenn said.
“In 1996 I returned to A C Hatricks and managed the
Glenn said the role of CANZ was widening and as an
composites business until in 1996 the business was
organisation was needed “now more than ever”.
absorbed by Nuplex. This meant I took on the role of
“ Most manufacturers in the composites Industry are
export manager selling composites and paint resin sysnot in a position to gather the correct information that they
tems.”
need to abide by and even just keep up with the latest in
In 2004 Glenn left Nuplex and New Zealand to work for legislation. CANZ can act as the conduit for its members
a private company in the United States called Norac, a
by offering seminars or training nights for the members to
specialist manufacturer of catalyst systems for the comattend and keep up with the latest.”
posites industry.
What is CANZ’s most pressing issue?
“I was in charge of sales for the western states
“To increase the membership to allow us to afford the
and provinces of the United States and Canada, as well necessary training programmes.” 

INDUSTRY COMMENT
from Zac Haar
Carboglass

Wow, another year (almost) done and dusted. For me it’s been a big one, moving workshops, stepping into a greater role with the CANZ executive, work coming
out of our ears – it’s madness. Somehow, during all of this, Viv and I managed to
find a week or so to head to China Composites in Shanghai.
What a place. The scale of China is immense. I don’t quite know what I expected but this wasn’t it. Shanghai is exciting, and easily the biggest place I’ve
ever seen — the sights, the sounds, the traffic!! Don’t get me started on the traffic
— there must be 24 million electric scooters on the road or footpath at any one
time, it’s insane.
We happened to bump into Kevin Hunter and his wife Anita too, they were
staying at the same place as us. This was pretty cool. While we have met previously, it was great to sit down have a meal or two and talk shop, compare notes
and generally just get to know one another. Following my example and loving the
hustle, Kevin is now the proud owner of a Rolex too.
The Expo itself was huge. The growth in automotive composites was well and
truly on display. Lots of steel moulds and SMC. I suppose the whole “made in
China” thing has a bit of a stigma and there is a bit of justification for this. The
standard of materials, consumables, equipment and finished products varies
greatly. There is the rubbish – largely domestic market stuff I believe and then
there is the good stuff. What the Chinese do well, they do very, very well. From
truck parts, chassis components, wheels, wind turbine blades, you name it, any of
which could be mistaken for coming out of Germany (or any other high-end
manufacturer with big volumes).
We buy certified carbon fabric from a supplier in Shanghai. It has all the paperwork but I’ll be honest, it is always at the back of your mind — is this what it’s
supposed to be? I can now say that following a factory tour that it is. A whole
warehouse full of yarn from Aksaka, Hyundai and Toray. Just fantastic. Again, the
stuff that China does well, it does very well.
Unfortunately, despite two days of walking the halls and collecting brochures we
didn’t find what we were looking for. But it was most definitely not a wasted trip.
We learned a lot, we saw a lot and we met some great people. The guys from TR
(the release agents) were great, really enjoyed the time with them and hope to
catch up again in the future. Funnily enough, the guys from Partall (yep, wax guys
again) were a blast. We caught up later on for a couple of quiet drinks, we had a
great time and hope to catch up again next year in Anaheim.
And that about wraps up our year. Would I go back to Shanghai? Absolutely. I
loved the place, definitely keen to explore and see more of China too. Would I
bother with the Expo? Probably not. It was good, but other than the sheer scale
there wasn’t really anything that blew us away or stood out as new. Talking to a
few people it looks like Anaheim next year is the place to be, CAMX. All going to
plan the kids can come and get the whole Disneyland, six flags thing out of the
way before they’re too cool and I’m not cool enough.
Enjoy your Christmas break. 
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By Glenn Campbell
Of Campbell Consulting

Wet film thickness gauges are designed to
quickly and easily measure the thickness of
coatings immediately after they have been
applied to a substrate.
These gauges are also commonly known as
combs, MIL gauges, step gauges and notched
gauges. The gauges incorporate a series of
notches cut into their sides much like the teeth
on a comb.
The wet film thickness of most organic
coatings including paints, resins, lacquers,
varnishes, gel coat, etc may be measured.
The thickness of powder type coatings may
also be measured before curing.
Teeth or notches are machined into the
sides of the gauge. The teeth or notches on
each side of the gauge are referenced to each
other. For a given side, the two outside teeth
or notches are the same size and are actually
a zero reference datum which represents the
substrate.
All of the other teeth or notches on the
same side are of shorter lengths than the
outside teeth or notches and represent different distances from the outside edge zero
datum teeth.
These different distances represent the
surface of the wet coating thickness to be
measured. The teeth or notches are gradu-

On curved surfaces such as pipes, cylinders, etc, the
gauges should be used along the length of the curved
surface or longitudinal axis.

ated in MILS (0.001").
Place the wet film thickness gauge at 90 degrees
to the coated substrate and penetrate the surface
of the coating with the notched or toothed side of
the gauge until the substrate is firmly contacted.
Wait several seconds to allow the teeth or notches
of the gauge to become “wetted” by the coating,
then withdraw the gauge vertically keeping it at 90
degrees to the substrate.
The gauge may now be read to determine the
wet film thickness. The ends of the teeth or
notches are visually examined, some will be
coated or “wet” and some will not.
The wet film thickness (WFT) of the coating lies
between the values of the smallest un-coated (dry)
tooth or notch and the largest coated (wet) tooth or
notch. Be sure to clean the gauge with an appropriate solvent after use.
When wet film thickness is measured with the
gauges on rough substrates, the thickness measurements made will most likely be from the surface
“peaks” and the wet film thickness measurement
will represent the minimum overall wet film thickness.
On curved surfaces such as pipes, cylinders, etc,
the gauges should be used along the length of the
curved surface or longitudinal axis.
If quick drying coatings are to be measured,
quickly perform your measurements to avoid
errors that may be caused by curing. 

Safety
stickers
available
for members

Here’s
good reasons
why you will benefit

A large range of safety
stickers (samples at left)
are available for members
to purchase from CANZ.
Most labels are available
in two sizes:
50mm x 50mm
$2.26 each
100mm x 100mm
$3.64 each.
Prices are ex GST.
Contact
Caroline Gibson on:

1 The Association for Composites
If your work or interest is composites and fibreglass, we
are the only association that focuses entirely on this
business today. It helps one keep up with technology
and other changes, and with our links to overseas
composites association provides links worldwide. An
association "Code of Ethics" protects members.

2 Legislation Assistance
The Composites Association keeps abreast of changes
and issues guidelines to members.

3 Own Code Of Practice

caroline@composites.org.nz

if you wish to place an
order.

Our very own “Composites Code of Practice” was
published in 1998 and is the accepted “Code” for our
industry. All members were able to provide input into its
development to ensure it was workable. Compliance
with the “Code” is the best way of meeting NZ health
and safety requirements.

4 Annual Conference
Keeping up-to-date with technology can be as easy as
attending the Association’s conferences. A wide range
of speakers update us on new materials, technology
and equipment. There are hands-on equipment and
materials demonstrations and trade displays with ideas
and information for all.

5 Regular Flexi Magazine
The regular Flexi magazine is published for members to
keep them abreast of what is going on in the industry.

6 Industry Training
The association has led in the development of training
courses to suit our industry, working in association with
the New Zealand Marine and Composites Industry
Training Organisation.

7 Education, Marketing, Standards
Members can attend educational evenings to learn
about materials and techniques. Members can
participate in projects to market composites in New
Zealand and support the development of accepted
standards. An example of this was the publication of a
“FRP Design Manual”.

8 Low Cost
The cost to members is very reasonable indeed, in view
of the comprehensive service provided by the
Association. This is a great investment for your future in
our industry.

9 Official Solicitors
CANZ would like to acknowledge and thank sponsor
Clendons, Barristers and Solicitors, Commercial
Lawyers, Auckland, now official solicitors for CANZ in its
official magazines, newsletters and other
communications to members.

New members
Fibreglass Specialists Ltd
– Dennis Jefferies
www.fibreglassspecialists.co.nz
Lightning Marine Ltd
Blair McLay
www.lightningmarine.co.nz
Weta Workshop
- Peter Van der Laar
www.wetaworkshop.com

Carbon thin ply and spread tow reinforcement availability
improves for New Zealand customers
Carbon spread reinforcements are being increasingly
specified for use in light weight structures.
The benefits this type of technology offers are many.
Straighter fibre, flatter plies, evenly distributed filaments
with less crimp, which can generate higher mechanical
properties, high class surface qualities, ease of handling
and automated or hand cutting.
Spread tow technology is being seen in many styles of
reinforcements including, unidirectional tapes, NCF (non
crimp fabric) and woven cloths.
To the design engineer this ultra-light weight ply technology allows increased possibilities with an increase in
fibre directional orientation for a given total thickness
leading to improved optimisation when working with light
weight skins.
NZ Composites have been offering New Zealand
customers light weight collimated low temperature prepregs from Mitsubishi Chemical Carbon Fibre and Composites since 2009 offering 70gsm-120gsm uni plies for
example into wing sail and aerodynamic panels for AC72
and AC50 catamaran classes. Using a low temperature
preg resin (71C) with bi-directional, low ply weights either
side of large honeycombed cored panels before being
CNC-cut into wing sail sections, these low skin and ulti-

mately low panel weights were not possible before the
advent of spread tow technology.
Spread tow reinforcements are also being used in
many sporting goods including hockey sticks, SUP and
windsurf boards, safety and crash helmets, bike frames,
and the auto industry.
With the recent agreement with Oxeon to distribute
TeXtreme spread tow products in New Zealand, these
incredibly useful reinforcements in their dry form will
increase in availability from NZ Composites stock.
They will include std modulus fibre woven cloths ranging in weights for a 0/90 64gsm, 80gsm,100gsm,160gsm.
This technology also offers a woven cloth a +/-45 in
weight ranging from 80gsm,100gsm,160gsm.
Intermediate and high modulus fibre are also available
on indent for 0/90 woven materials IM 46gsm and HM
43gsm,60gsm,120gsm.
NZ Composites also offer low temperature resin and
adhesive films if a pre-preg type process is the preference when using these types of reinforcements. For a full
introduction to spread tow reinforcements please contact
Dean Pannett for case studies and fuller technical explanations where they might benefit your next project. 

